The Indo-Pacific region’s
most progressive design and
architecture on the global stage.
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INDE.Awards is a unifying force within the
region, shining a spotlight on the architects
and designers putting the Indo-Pacific on the
global map. In 2020 INDE.Awards presents
Best Of The Decade, an era-defining accolade to
celebrate an exceptional decade in design.
Join us.
The INDE. Awards 2020 Gala night will take
place 14 August in Sydney.

The INDE.Awards is the Indo-Pacific’s first and only design
awards program, dwelling at the centre of a dynamic and thriving
region to award its most exceptional architects and designers.
In 2019 the INDEs brought together a melting pot of creativity
from all fields of architecture and design. An incredibly high
calibre of entrants, shortlisters and winners revealed the
progressive nature and influential power of our region’s designs.
In 2020, the INDEs returns to present the Best Of The Decade,
giving distinction to a Work Space and Living Space that have
redefined working and living for our times.

“

What strikes me
about these awards is
the ideal to bring the
whole of the Asian
region together.
Leone Lorrimer
Lorrimer Consulting,
2019 Juror
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Our Partners
Each year we partner with leading brands to present an awards program
that is expansive in its reach and expert in its review. Together with our
Partners we are committed to the ongoing development of exceptional
architecture and design in the Indo-Pacific region.

Event Partners 2020
Platinum Partner

The Living Space Partner

The Multi-Residential
BuildingPartner

The Object Partner

The Workspace Partner

The Wellness Space Partner

The Design Studio Partner

The Education Space Partner

Trophy Partner

We invite you to partner with INDE by aligning
your brand with the following categories:
The Building
The Shopping Space
The Influencer
The Social Space
Prodigy
Luminary
Best of the Decade | The Living Space
Best of the Decade | The Work Space

The Awards: The Categories
Celebrating our region’s most progressive buildings,
spaces, objects, concepts and people. We award those who exceed the
norms to produce outstanding design and architecture.

The Building

The grand prize of the night, The Building is awarded to the project
that marks a new direction in the future of architecture as well as
its capacity to respond to its local place and culture.

The Multi-Residential
Building

High-density living is about much more than efficiency. We honour
a multi-residential building that has been designed with equal
consideration for community, sustainability, experience and
market needs.

The Living Space

Homestead, shophouse or apartment; to live well is to respond to
one’s place. We award the region’s most inspiring home – one that
dwells thoughtfully and sensitively.

The Work Space

The workplace is social and cultural, as much as it is functional.
This award honours a workspace design that meets the demands of
work and the needs of people.

The Social Space

Some of the most impressive spaces are those where people interact
and play. We honour a hospitality or F&B space that tells a relevant
story, captures the imagination, and brings people together.

The Shopping Space

Retail takes many guises today, but in physical retail spaces,
impact and experience are critical. We award a space with mastery
over retail’s shifting ground.

The Learning Space

A spectrum of formal and informal spaces is emerging in the
education context. We honour an environment that promotes
connection and learning in the ways it needs to happen today.

The Wellness Space

The spaces in which we seek health and wellness services are
changing. We honour a place for wellness that gives equal emphasis
to procedure and human experience.
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The Design Studio

Whether architect, designer or a modern hybrid, this award
esteems the studio that thinks differently, creates voraciously
and challenges tradition.

The Influencer

How does design change our world for the better? The Influencer
is a product or project that represents how design impacts the
region and the world at large. The Influencer demonstrates what
progressive design can do to improve the world.

The Object

Not all objects are created equal. We look at how they function,
what they signify, and how they respond to the needs of people.
Here, we award the region’s most original players in modern
industrial design.

Best of the Best

The highest of accolades, the Best Of The Best is awarded to one topscoring winner on the night. This lucky winner has not only taken
out the top prize for their category, but has the highest scoring entry
of all winners.

The Prodigy

Forget following trends; this award honours someone who sparks
them. The Prodigy sees no distinction between design disciplines.
Vote for your wunderkind.

The Luminary

Whether casting a long shadow across many disciplines or
excelling ahead of the pack in one, The Luminary recognises the
ongoing contribution of an industry icon.

Best of the decade: 2020 Accolades
An era-defining award that honours the exceptional
execution of and lasting impact made by a single, influential
piece of architecture or design.

Best of the Decade | The Living Space

Single residential or apartment, a living space
has the power to connect us or closet us. We
award a home that has, through its concept,
design and execution redefined how we design
for living in response to the stimuli of our times.

Best of the Decade | The Work Space

The workplace has undergone an ambitious
evolution to become a high-functioning
environment that is social, cultural and
community-driven. This award honours a
watershed moment in workspace design; a
project and place that has redefined the very
meaning of how and where we work.
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“

Progressive means
breaking through
stereotypes and
conventional ways
of doing things.
Luke Yeung
Architectkidd
2018 & 2019 Juror

INDE.Awards Judging Alumni
Since 2017
Our esteemed judging alumni comprises world-renowned industry
influencers. Their collective design expertise and considered analysis
has seen our region’s most inspiring individuals and extraordinary
designs recognised on the global stage.

Stephen Burks
Designer
Stephen Burks
Man Made

James Calder
Principal
Calder Consultants

Shashi Caan
Founding Partner
SC Collective

Australia

USA/UK

USA

Dr. Sue Carr
Founder & Principal
Director, Carr Design
Group
Australia

Judy Cheung
Co-Founder
Cheungvogl Architects

Joshua Comaroff
Design Consultant
Lekker

Eleena Jamil
Principal
Eleena Jamil Architect

Hong Kong

Singapore

Malaysia

Leone Lorrimer
Architect/Strategic
Consultant
Lorrimer Consulting
Australia
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Lyndon Neri
& Rossana Hu
Founding Partners
Neri&Hu Design

Stephen Todd
Design Editor
Australia Financial
Review

China

Australia

Paul McGillick
Writer, Editor,
Public Speaker
McGillick
Consulting

Chan Ee Mun
Architect
WOHA
Singapore

Tim Ross
Entertainer/Design
Enthusiast

Abbie Galvin
Principal
BVN

Australia

Australia

Raj Nandan
Founder & CEO
Indesign Media
Asia Pacific

Luke Pearson
& Tom Lloyd
Founders
PearsonLloyd

Singapore/Australia

UK

Jan Utzon
Architect
Utzon Architects
Denmark

Australia

Joyce Wang
Luke Yeung
Founder
Principal
Joyce Wang Studio Architectkidd
Hong Kong

Thailand

Adele Winteridge Aric Chen
Lead Curator,
Founder
Design &
Foolscap Studio
Australia
Architecture
M+
Hong Kong

William Smart
Founder
Smart Design Studio
Australia

INDE.Awards Ambassadors
Our Ambassadors represent past INDE shortlisters and winners.
Hailing from every corner of the region, their stories are an inspiring
call-to-action for future entrants: dream big, enter now and make your
mark on the region. In 2019 we were privileged to work with:

Andrew Piva
Director
B.E. Architecture

Dave Schafer
Principal
Studiomake

Matt Hinds & Poppy Taylor
Founders
Taylor & Hinds Architects

Australia

Thailand

Australia

Vince Alafaci
Co-founder
ACME&Co

Florian Heinzelmann
& Daliana Suryawinata
Founders
SHAU

Josh Carmody
Founder
Josh Carmody Studio

Australia

Indonesia
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Australia

“

INDE.Awards
is unique. It
celebrates diversity
of architectural
thought and design,
recognising projects
for their contextual
approach and values,
irrespective of scale.”

Palinda Kannangara
Palinda Kannangara Architects
2019 Ambassador

Media Reach & Engagement
The Entries 2019

Over 400

14 countries

107

entries

across Indo-Pacific

Shortlisted
entries

12

15
Winners

18
Partners

Honourable
Mentions

The Platforms

1,327,136

Total engaged industry audience

Print

Digital

Social

450,700

568,560

197,276

Indesign

INDEAwards.com

Facebook

Habitus

Indesignlive

Instagram

Cubes

Indesignlive.sg

LinkedIn

Lookbox Living

Indesignlive.hk

Twitter

Infolink

Indesignlive.co.id

Architecture Design

Habitusliving
LookboxLiving
Architecture & Design
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The People

A unique targeted audience

43%

Designers

5%

Development/
Property Managers

34%

Architects

4%

Manufacturing/
Wholesale

14%

Design-savvy public

The Gala

A truly global event
Over

500 Attendees

from around the globe

Indesign Media Strategic Partners

Contact us
info@indeawards.com

Australia Head Office
Level 1, 50 Marshall Street
Surry Hills NSW 2010
(61 2) 9368 0150

Singapore Head Office
4 Leng Kee Road, #06-08, SIS Building
Singapore 159088
(65) 6475 5228
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